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Prescribing fossil fuel emissions in CarbonTracker
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Abstract
In many flux estimation systems, including NOAA’s CarbonTracker (CT, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/carbontracker/), fossil fuel CO2 emissions
are assumed to be a known quantity. These emissions are imposed in the simulation and not optimized in the estimation framework. Fossil fuel CO2
emissions thus must be prescribed accurately in order to estimate flux robustly for the land biosphere and oceans. Fossil fuel emissions estimates are
made by the Carbon Dioxide Information and Analysis Center (CDIAC) on an annually-integrated global and national basis, and this information is
gridded and then incorporated into CarbonTracker. The major uncertainty derived from this process is distributing the national-annual emissions
spatially across a nation and temporally into monthly contributions. Since the release version CT2011 of CarbonTracker, two different fossil fuel CO2
emissions datasets were used to help assessing the uncertainty in the emission mapping process and its effect on flux estimates.

1. Two FF data for CT

The legacy CT fossil fuel CO2 emissions dataset ("Miller") has been augmented with the second fossil fuel emissions dataset "ODIAC (Open-source
Data Inventory for Anthropogenic CO2, Oda and Maksyutov (2011) ACP)". These two datasets share the same global and national emissions for each
year, but differ in how those emissions are distributed in space and time. We compared two datasets in terms of spatial distribution and temporal
profiles and check how the differences could be seen in inversions. We also sampled TM5 atmospheric transport mode simulations at GOSAT
observation location. In addition, we are implementing a sensitivity study for aviation emissions. Those emissions are often placed at the surface
level in many CO2 transport simulations. We distribute the aviation emissions in a 3D way using air fleet height indicated in the AERO2k inventory.
The ODIAC with the 3D distribution are also propagated using the TM5 and the simulated CO2 are compared to observations.

3. Other sensitivity check

2. FF difference and the CT result
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JAN 2010

AUG 2010

Mean=-0.011±0.056 (N=573)
Max=0.23/Min=-0.49

Mean=0.079±0.052 (N=983)
Max=0.32/Min=-0.13

ODIAC minus Miller

Y2010 Total: 9.14 PgC/yr

XCO2 values (in ppm) are ODIAC minus Miller runs.
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The global emissions distribution from two FF datasets. a) CT legacy “Miller” dataset and
b) ODIAC. Both Miller and ODIAC are baed on FF emission estimates made by CDIAC and then
indicate almost identical global total and very similar national total. In Miller dataset, national
emission are distributed using the EDGAR emission distribution. International bunker emissions are
placed over ocean using ship tracks from the EDGAR. In ODIAC, emissions over land are
distributed power plant location and emission from CARMA (www.carma.org/) and nightlight data
collected by Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. International bunker
emissions are distributed using the EDGAR ship tracks and AERO2k aviation inventory.

FF OCEAN LAND
Residuals are calculated using data from
NOAA and Environmental Canada sites.

Difference is still minor compared to
differences from natural fluxes. Miller and
ODIAC share the global total and indicate very
similar national total. They however have
different spatial patterns due to the use of
different proxy data (see figure a). Also, the two
dataset have quite different temporal patterns
(see figure b). In Miller dataset, North American
seasonality (from CDIAC) was applied to the
entire Earth. ODIAC adopted a 1x1 deg CDIAC
seasonality (Andres et al. 2011 Tellus). BUT
surprisingly, those differences in FF is far less
significant compared to the differences we see in
the other prior fluxes (see figure.)

binned by 1km vertically

Other sensitivity check. a) Difference in XCO2 when sampled at NASA ACOS GOSAT
locations. Note the CO2 fields were taken from 12-yr long FWD (no assimilation) TM5 runs
with Miller and ODIAC datasets. b) 3D distributions of aviation emissions. The air fleet height
indicated by AERO2k was used (binned by 1km interval). Preliminary runs (not shown)
suggests the improvement is minor, but does help reducing bias.

Summary and Future work
•
•
•
•
•

Two FF datasets for CT are compared and some sensitivity tests are being conducted.
The differences in spatial distribution and seasonality are discernible.
BUT the impact of difference is likely to be minor compared to other natural fluxes.
A care might need when simulate/assimilate satellite data (errors seem to be more significant).
TM5 global fields will be sampled as well. Also, we will compare the fields to AIRS and etc.

